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NC grinder investment 
enhances quality precision

IN February, ROTOCON’s Johannesburg manufacturing 
facility took delivery of a high-precision cylindrical grinder 
to replace two old machines, which had reached the end 
of their working lifespans, and to help the toolroom keep 
up with an increase in workload. 

‘We were looking for a well-priced, quality machine 
that could deliver the high tolerance and accuracy levels 
required to grind print cylinders, anvil rollers and rotary 
dies, as well as refurbish magnetic cylinders,’ explains 
director Patrick Aengenvoort. ‘The other decisive factor 
in choosing our technology partner was that the company 
had to match ROTOCON’s customer service philosophy of 
providing excellent local market technical support, training 
infrastructure and spares availability.’  

After comparing a few quotes and the after-sales 
checklist, Patrick reports that the toolroom team chose a 
Taiwanese manufactured NC grinder, which was installed by 
the local market representative’s technicians. 

The operator, Mishak Sakhonekga, who has extensive 
grinding industry experience, was comfortable with the 
new model’s features after a day’s training. Mishak is very 
satisfied with its ease of use, high tolerance and efficiency 
levels. For instance, after setting the measurements, the 
job setting feature saves them for future recall, and the 

grinder’s operating system automatically carries out the 
remainder of the functions. 

So what features has ROTOCON acquired to ensure the 
highest quality grinding standards?  

Operations manager, Lars Jöris rates the NC grinder’s 
versatility – it enables precision straight plunge, shoulder, 
traverse, taper, end-face, and internal grinding functions.

He also notes that the grinding wheel spindle, run by a 
special hydrostatic bearing, ensures deformation free, high-
speed operation, stability and accuracy, without friction 
between metals or heat generation. Additionally, this wheel 
spindle is machined from high-quality alloy steel, which is 
tempered, carburised, sub-zero treated, precision ground 
and mirror-effect treated. ‘Carburising is a thermochemical 
process during which carbon is diffused into the surface 
of low-carbon steels so that the surface responds to heat 
treatment and can produce a hard, wear-resistant layer,’ 
Lars explains. 

These grinding capabilities complement ROTOCON’s ISO 
9001:2015 certification for manufacturing precision solid 
rotary dies, print cylinders and accessories for the label 
printing industry (PPM Festive 2020).

Patrick emphasises that meeting the ISO quality 
management system standards provides customers with 
confidence in ROTOCON’s ability to consistently provide 
products and services that conform to their requirements. 

Showing off the NC grinder in ROTOCON’s Johannesburg tooling manufacturing facility are 
director, Patrick Aengenvoort, operator Mishak Sakhonekga, and operations manager, Lars 
Jöris. The grinder provides an average operational cost savings of 30% compared with the 
two older models it has replaced.


